
4/18/70 

Dear Chris, 

Urlet y5 arrived only today, with enclosures. Again I respond through Gary, who can register any disagreement he may have or add whatever he may. feel 
is warranted. I an in complete disgareement with you. Reese do not mistake blunt-ness for impoliteness, but your postulates are untenable, not founded in cerdible evidence and, in fact, are contradicted by the evidence that can be credited. You have belatedly come acceves a variant of earlier apologists, the Commission was right but they did a sloppy job. Rubbish. The were not incompetents, were not 
honest, and they couldn't even manufacture a tenable case in the total absence of oroosition. If there were any credible evidence that rifle had been used, it would be in the Report and the evidence. Faced with the opportunity of proving the bullet end fragments had been used, they dared not make th chemical tests. I could go on and on, but arain, must tell you I simply cannot take tile for futilities, 
neither my health nor the accumulating ellume of work prmitting it. 

Frankly, I do not kno how you can reach and believe such things from 
a resim3 of the official materials alone, and if you have read any of tui, sub-
stantial critical writing, well.... 

Xeroxing copies thf the works I cannot print takes time I do not have 
and is astronomical in cost. 

I believe that because this letter came by slow slow mail 1  have already addressed the other points to the degree I csn. 

Is it possible you cannot beer to face the horror of the reality? 

Sincerely, 

/Jerold Jeisberg 



195 Clepington Road , 
Dundee , 
Scotland 

51Is  March 1970 
Pear 	, 

I enclose a cop; cf ny LasLo notes icr E "The Mulder of John F.Kennody - 
a lone assssein 	" 	e copy of 'che letcr -wh-Loh 	sen', uL-,11 
'LIEF'. Tie 1,os1 	 'Ile would grant 
my request o 3ric?, 	 they possess so that 1 might possibly confirm the 
Points I have noted and possibly locate the point of the first shot . I have 
sent copies of the notes and letter to Gary , Dick Sprague and yourself because 
you all have kaput given me invaluable help. I don't know what 'LIFE' will do 
with the material I have sent them , but whatever +,h.,7-  do ( 	 2,7,7*Ti 

c) 	) I welcome any comments and criticisms from yourself , Gary , and 
Dick. 

With regard to the four books you have ready for duOli.catS,u - ff ithere 
any chance of obtaining copies of the manuscripts if you have them copyrighted, 
or would that be too expensive andior time consuming ? 21Z - as you already know 
I am particularly interested in both the medical and photographic aspects so 
your "Post Mortem" books will be of particular interest to me . 

Thank you for your advice about Dawnay - I do not intend contacting him 
unless he has done work on the JFK assassination which maybe of help to me 
which does not appear to be the case. I will send you co,pies 	any corresponden 
ce betwee.1 Dawnay and myself,should any such correspondence take place,if you 
desire such copies. 

With regard to the enclosed notes, although at the present time I believe 
there was only one assassin,using C2766 , this is not to say that I believe it 
was Oswald - I have not studied this aspect of the assassination in sufficient 
detail to say one way or the other.And the irony,if that is the word , of it all 
is that I believe the Commission could have shown there was a. lone assassin 
but came out with a theory that was so obviously a whitewash. If my work succeed 
-s in doing anything I would hope that it might at least create more public 
discusion on the subject so that the truth may finally be kmmxt at is sought and 
found honestly. My muck conclusions may be correct or utterly wrong , whichever 
is the case I look forward to hearing your comlents- I ,like yourself , seek 
only the truth and if there is anything which would shoe that sty conclusions 
are incorrect -be it something I have ignored or have not seen - I would be only 
too pleased to have it pointed vt. I look forward to hearing from you in the MR 
near future. 

Yours faithfully, 

Chris Longbottom. 



193 Cle-oinrton 

77:73 	y 

AnEUS1 

2^-?ebruary, 

Dear Sir, 

I recently sent you two letters, one letter enclosing 
"Analysis of Zapruder frames 222 to 244" in which I claim to 
find the exact frame at which Governor Connally was shot, the 
other letter, containing a. theory relating to the anterior neck 
wound in J2 K, was written two or three weeks after the first ene 
but posted at such a time so that you would receive the lett,ers 
simultaneously. 	Since that time I believe I have discovere 
photographic intelligence contained in the various films and 
photos, end, also, I believe medical evidence upholds my theories- 

I enclose a cony of basic notes for a work I intend to write 
in the near future, entitled "The murder of John 2. Kennedy - 
lone assassin?" 	I am sending you a copy of these notes because 
I hope that after rending them you might possibly allow me to 
examine the various films you possess in order that the work 
rnir-ht be more thorough and the conclusions more exact, especially 
with regard to the times involved. 

I have a set of the Warren Commission's 26 volumes of 
Testimony and Exhibits, but the Zapruder frames 171 to 334 as 
reproduced in Volume 13 are of extremely poor nudity, especially 
since they are in black and white, and their usefulness for 
photo-analysis is very poor. 	I would like to examine as near 
original as possible colour slides and prints of the whole of 
the Zapruder film. 	As you will see, I believe J2K was first 
shot prior to frame 171 of Zapruder film - and since frame 161 
and frame 156 are the only prior frames to frame 171 which 
appear in the 26 volumes I cannot determine the exact frame at 
which J2K was first shot. 	On examination of the whole of the 
film I believe it may be possible to locate that exact frame -
I have an idea of the region of the frame, as you will see. 

I believe that on examination of the films, especially 
Zapruder film, it may be possible to verify the various points I 
have/ 



have noted from those photos that I have seen (as I said, the 
26 volumes' photos are very poor) and possibly note other 
intelligence contained within the films. 

There are several other points I have noted in addition to 
the basic notes herein, but these basic notes will give you an 
idea of my conclusions so far. 

You will see that I have altered my opinion from the previous 
.material I sent you, with regard to a few points, notably: 

(1) bruise on apex of right lung - caused by one of rose 
stems, not by bullet into shoulder (which penetrated 
only 1-2 inches); and 

(2) reaction of 31?K through frames 314 to 321 - was due to 
a neuro-muscular reaction, not impact of bullet from 
right front (at frame 314). 

I look forward, eagerly, to hearing your reply to the 
material, in particular the enclosed basic notes, I have sent 
you. 

Yours faithfully, 

(Mr. C. Longbottom) 



C. Bongbottom, 

195 Clepington Road, 

D9=E, 

Anus, 

Scotland. 

It""2ebruary, 1970. 

BASIC :TOTES - SU"'ARY 02 CCITOLTJSIONS 

The murder of John F. Kennedy - n lone assassin?"  

Conclusions: 

(1) 1st shot: at approximately f.145-f.150 of Zapruder 

film. 	Shot hits JFN in right shoulder penetrating 1-2 inches. 

Bullet, is Commission Lxhibit 399, later falls out of wound at 

Parkland. 	Shot fired from S.E. corner window of 6th floor TSBD, 

at approx. 30°  downward angle. 

(2) 2nd shot: at f.224 of Zapruder film. 	Shot hits 

Governor Connally in chest, wrist, and thigh. 	Bullet fragments 

lost. 	Shot fired from S.Z. window of 6th floor TSBD, at approx. 

20e  downward angle. 

(3) 3rd shot: at f.313 of Zapruder film. 	Shot hits J2N 

in head. 	Neuro-muscular reaction jerks J2K back, downs ac round 

to his left. 	Bullet fragments on way through J2K's skull; 

major portion carries on, in almost a straight line, to hit curb 

on S. side of Blain, near underpass, and ricochet fragment hits 

James Tngue on cheek. ' Shot fired from S.3. corner window of 

Gth floor TSBD, at approx. 15'.  downward angle. 

(4) J2K's anterior neckwound caused by sharp oblicuely 

cut end of rose stem onto which J2K fell after fatal shot. Stem 

tears shirt and tie, punctures skin,• tears trachea, and bruises 

apex of right lung. 

,ence; 5) One assassin, using 02760, fired three shots: -

first shot before J2K disnpPenrs from clear view behind oak tree; 

second shot fired when J2N re-appears into clear 	approY. 

4 seconds after first shot; third shot fired, as car begins tc/. 



slow down and is moving almost directly away from line of fire, 

4.9 seconds after second shot. 

Reasons for conclusions: 

(Conclusion 1): from Zapruder film, through f.171 to f.190 

JFK's right arm, elbow resting on side of car, moves up and bock 

and right hand. makes waving movement - moving back, from wrist. 

Through 1.190 to 1.193 JFK's right arm and hand moveg slightly 

forwards and down; this movement ceases at 1.193, at which point 

JFK is looking directly to his right, and thereafter JFK turns 

towards front, his right arm and hand virtually stationary. 

This indicates JFK starts to react at approx. f.193; which gives 

him a reaction time of 2.4 seconds - this is feasible, =Y. was 

on steroids for his adrenal deficiency, the drug(s) tending to 

depress the adrenals thereby slowing down the reaction to stress; 

and the bullet inflicted relatively slight damage. 

From Zapruder film, 1.171 through to 1.183 Governor Connally, 

who is facing to his right, turns further to his right; is at 

furthest point in turn to right through 1.183-f.186, after which 

he turns towards front. 	Correlate with his testimony - indicates 

shot prior to f.171 (and "Analysis of Zapruder frames 222 to 

244' verifies Governor Connally's testimony with regard to his 

being shot). 

From Zapruder film, at 1.171 Jackie Kennedy looking to her 

left (can tell this from alignment of her pill-box hat); from 

1.171 onwards 1:.rs. Kennedy turns to her right - she is facing approx. 

straight forwards at f.180, by 1.207 she has turned to face 

JFK. 	Correlate with her testimony - indicates shot prior to 

1.171. 

Philip Willis said he took a photo due to sound o2 first 

shot making him flick shutter of camera. 	Willis claims it is 

photo/ 
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photo no.5; photo 5 is clear, in focus, and level of bottom 

of photo is virtually parallel to line across top of concrete 

wall - e.g. camera held horizontally. 	Willis photo 4 is blurred 

and level of bottom of photo is at approximately /0° to line 

down side of concrete monument in background (and tree and people 

are also approximately 100  "off vertical") - e.g. camera not 

horizontally held. 	This indicates that Willis was mistaken 

and it is Willis Photo 4 which was taken due to sound of first 

shot. 	Willis was about 170 feet from S.E. corner window 6th 

floor TSBD, therefore time for sound of shot to reach him is 

0.15 seconds, which is esuivalent to 3 Zapruder frames. 	To 

this must be added Willis's reaction time - if it was a simple 

startle reflex it would be approximately 100 milliseconds, which 

is esuivalent to 2 Zapruder frames. 	Since bullet probably 

travelling at approximately twice speed of sound there is 

eiuivalent of 1-2 Zapruder frames from assassin firing to bullet 

hitting JFK. 	Thus Willis photo approximately 3-4 Zapruder 

frames after impact frame in Zapruder film. 	Willis photo 4 

is eauivalent to approximately f.150-f.155 (this figure is 

arrived at by approximate) g extrapolation; using position of 

J2: at f.207, f.186 and f.171, relating these to Willis's 

approximate position and relation of J2K to concrete monument and 

tree in Willis photo 4). 

31 agents Sibert and O'Heill re)orted on the Autopsy. 

ahoy-  reported that: Dr. Humes found a bullet hole "below the 

shoulders" and determined that the trajectory of the missile 

entering at this point had entered at a downward position of 

45-60 degrees; and the bullet travelled a distance of less than 

finger-length. 	This 45-60 degree angulation appears to be 

too steep an angle but in fact there is some foigui 	- Dr. 

Humos was probing the wound with =I.'s- body face down and 

horisontal,/ 



horiontal, if he meant that the bullet track 	45-60 degrees 

do,mnrds in relation to his (Dr. Humes') horixontal frame of 

reference then, with Jlia's body at GO°  to Humes', the track of 

the bullet in J2K's shoulder was at 30-45 degrees downwards 

angle in relation to JFK when J2K sitting upright. 	If this is 

so, it correlates with the angle of rifle (in S.E. corner 

window of 6th floor TSBD) to J'K at approximately f.145-f.150; 

angle is approximately 30°  (again, figure arrived at by 

extrapolation of figures for later frames). 

Autopsy surgeons found. no bullet in shoulder wound. 	Bullet 

396 found on stretcher - immense shock and confusion at Parkland 

Hospital; difficult to trace stretchers accurately; or perhaps 

Josiah Thompson's theory in "Six Seconds in Dallas" is correct. 

Little metal missing from C.E.399 - 1968 Panel Review of Autopsy 

A-rays and photos found several small fragments in neck, possibly 

came from C.E.399. 	Bullet into shoulder hit no bone - accounts 

for pristine condition of C.E.399. 	Low penetration of bullet 

possibly due to 'short charge'. 

from Zapruder film, J2E" holding onto his left coat lapel 

with his left hand prior to first shot. 	In reaction to first 

shot hitting his shoulder JFK lifts his right arm off side of 

car and brings it towards his mouth, right hand clenching. 

Left hand, still holding left lapel, rises up, as does left arm 

and elbow, releasing hold on lapel in region of f.248 (appears 

on P.18 of "Life" Dec.16, 1963); at f.258 (appears on same page 

as f.248) JL0K's right hand has fallen lightly - started falling 

at about f.250 - nnd his left hand is not clenched - fingers, 

clearly visible, outstretched. 	In f.274 (appears on same page 

as above frames) J2K's left hard still has outstretched fingers; 

his right hand is in roughly same Position as in f.24-8 but J2K 

is leaning more forwards and to his left than in f.248, left hand 

in/ 
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in a similar position to that in f.248. 	JFK now appears to be 

grimacing rather than having quizical look on his face as in 

previous frames. 

Irs. Kennedy started to react at f.233 - she lifted up her 

right arm, putting her hand on Jiial s left elbow at f.244-6 

thereafter pushing down J2K's left elbow, this having the effect
 

of turning and tilting 07K to his left and forwards. 

J2K probably clenched his right hand and broughtklis right 

hand across as a reaction to pain in right shoulder/neck region;
 

then tried to reach over his right shoulder, towards area of vai
n, 

with his left hand, but due to 7.,:rs. Kennedy holding J2K's left 

elbow and pushing it down JFK could not complete the movement. 

This is indicated by movement of JFK's left hand through the 

seauence up until f.280 (it is partially obscured by bottom of 

film frame through f.280-f.290). 

(conclusion 2): See "Analysis of Zapruder frames 222 to 244". 

And confirms testimony of almost everyone regarding .12K 

and Governor Connally hit by separate.bullets. 

n4- 

Angulation of approximately 20f/- accounted for by Governor 

Connally being turned to his right and tilted. slightly backwards
 

(see "Analysis of Znpruder frames 222 to 244"). 

_After bullet tumbled through wrist it fragmented; some 

fragments in car, several frapnents in wounds, and probably 

some fragments lost. 

(conclusion 3): Zawruder film shows JFK's head snaps forwards 

between f.312 and f.313, head exploding in yellow and wink. 

Through f.314 to f.321 JFK moves (extremely rapidly) back down 

and round to his left. 	Impact of bullet knocks J2K's head 

forwards/ 
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forwards from f. 312 to 1.313 - transfer of momentum
. 	Y,ovement 

back, down and round to left is due to a neuromuscu
lar reaction - 

head shot tore off right pre-central gyros, this ar
ea is the 

motor control for the muscles of the left side of t
he body. 

(And J2K turning and leaning to his left, prior to 
f.313 - thus 

muscles of left side of his body contracting slight
ly). 	Ripping 

off of motor cells from their fibres, by head-shot 
bullet, 

depolarises the nerve fibre membranes (e.g. stimula
tes nervous 

impulses) of the whole of the motor nerves supplyin
g muscles 

of left side of body. 	The nervous impulse cond
uction time, 

taking distance from head to waist of J2K as approx
imately one 

metre, is 8 milliseconds, plus internuncial.nerve (
in spinal 

cord) synaptic delay of one millisecond (2 synapses
 of aoproximately 

0.4 milliseconds each), plus neuro-muscular synapti
cdelay of 

one millisecond gives total time of 10 milliseconds
 from stimulus 

to impulses reaching the muscles. 	The muscles the
n contract; 

muscle has a latent period of 2 milliseconds prior 
to contraction, 

contraction of muscle then begins, (impulse speed t
hrough muscle 

is 1-3 Ai-la-iseconds, therefore total time of impuls
e depends on 

length of muscles involved. - in this case the muscl
es involved 

are of varying lengths therefore total time of impu
lse through 

whole length of muscles is not determinable accurat
ely), the 

duration of contraction phase of muscle fibrils bei
ng approximately 

10 milliseconds. 

Thus contraction of muscles of left side of J2R sta
rts 

approximately 12 milliseconds after impact of bulle
t,(time from 

impulse reaching muscles to end of last contraction
 of muscle 

fibrils is indeterminable accurately but is in the 
order of 40 

milliseconds - thus total contraction of muscles ap
proximately 

12-50 milliseconds after bullet impact). 

Tormslly only a fraction. of muscle fibrils are cont
racting 

at/ 
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at once - asynchronous discharge from pre-central gyrus; in the 

case of J2K head shot the discharge along motor nerves is to 

n11 the motor nerves of loft side of body - the muscle contractio
n 

following total stimulation of all motor units of a muscle is 

enormous. 	Thus there is en enormous contraction of muscles of 

left side of JFK approximately 12-50 milliseconds after head shot
. 

Contraction of muscles of left side of body causes body to turn 

back, down and round to left - and this is the movement of J2K 

through f.314 to f.321. 	Time between successive Zapruder frames
 

is 56 milliseconds. 	Thus muscle contraction occurs between 

f.313 and f.314. 	Since this muscle contraction is total,
 after 

initial contraction there are no fibrils left which are in a posi
tion 

to contract (muscle fibres have a refractory period during which 

time a stimuluS does not instigate a contraction) so there is a 

violent jerk backwards, down and round to left approximately 

12-50 milliseconds after head shot, giving an enormous accelerati
on 

to the head (and body); after this initial acceleration there 

is no further-acceleration caused by muscle contraction. 
	(c.f. 

Joshioh Thot?sont s findings in "Six Seconds in Dallas" regarding 

head shot, head movement and velocities), 

Bullet enters above and to right of occipital protrubenance 

and fragments on passage through skull - main part of bullet 

makes its exit through right parietal bone (shot fired from 

almost directly behind with JFK's head. turned and tilted to his 

left and tilted forwards) explosive nature of exit tears out 

most of parietal bone and a little occipital bone. 	Brain tissue
 

and skull fragments thrown in n11 direction (due to explosive 

nature of exit), mainly forwards due to trajectory of bullet 

but also considerable amount of brain and skull thrown to left 

and back due to the almost immedinte, extremely violent, jerk 

of J2K's head to left and back. 	This •correlntes with testimony 

of/ 
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of occupants of car, testimony of Police Off
icers Hargis and 

rain and other film and witness evidence. 

Main part of bullet carried on in a straight
 line after 

exit from JFK's skull, hit curb on S. side o
f Main Street, 

ricochet hitting Tegue on cheek. 	Ac
counts for FBI finding that 

curb shot was not caused by an unmutilated b
ullet of type used -

bullet had fragments broken off it in transi
t through JFK's head. 

Some fragments from head shot in car and a f
ew in J2H's 

head. 

(conclusion 4): See letter to "Life" Editor
 dated 28th 

February, 1970, concerning stem causing JFK'
s anterior neck 

wound. 	Stem probably caused. puncture wo
und in skin, tracheal 

tear, and bruise on apex of right lung (apex
 of lung is 

anatomically in close apposition to trachea 
at this region) - 

accounts for alignment and nature of tears a
nd wounds. 	JFK 

falls onto roses after fatal shot - roses brac
ed by T::irs. Kennedy's 

right leg as she starts to climb onto boot o
f car. 

Reaction of witnesses: 

No one expecting a shot - backfires common i
n motorcade, 

and firecrackers sometimes thrown - one woul
d expect that it 

would be the second shot which would make wi
tnesses start to 

realise noises were not backfires or firecra
ckers. 

Governor Connally was already turned. to his
 right - see 

Willis Photo 4 - so he had only to turn and 
tilt his head back 

slin:htly at sound of first shot - see Zanrud
er film. 

ro. Connally said she turned to see JFK with
 hands at his 

neck after first shot - at f.258 she is looki
ng back to•::ards 

J2Y., who has his hands near his neck. 	T
his is aDproximately 6 

second s/ 
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seconds after fii-st shot. 	Possibly 32K 
said "My God, I'm hit", 

as :Kellerman testified, probably just af
ter time JFK realised 

he was hit - e.g. just after f.193 - pos
sibly in region of f.200-

f.220 - Mrs. Connally then turns to see 
JPK - she is turning in 

seauence f.230-f.244, is fully turned bac
k by f.253. 	May hove 

been J2K's exclamation and/or noise of f
irst shot which caused 

her to turn. 	Mrs. Connally said a shor
t time after first shot 

there was a second shot and Governor Con
nally collapsed. 	Second 

Shot was at f.224 ( - sound reaches car 
by f.226) - she does 

not turn to Governor Connally till f.260
-f.270 - indicates 

Governor Connally, after being hit, crie
d out between f.235 - 

f.250. 	Mrs. Connally then reacts t
o Governor Connally collapsing 

and crying out. 

Hill, Greer and Kellerman react after noi
se of second. shot. 

Hill turns to his right starting at f. 23
0 - 0.33 seconds after 

second.shot. 	Kellerman turns to look 
back at J2K through 

2.270-f.220 - similar time asMrs. Conna
lly. 	Greer turns to 

look back through f.307-f.317 - during t
his secuence Kellerman 

is reaching for or may be holding the in
tercomm. microphone -

Kellerman turned to front and reached. fo
r 'mike'saying "Let's 

get out of here, we are hit". 	Greer'
s turn back through f.307- 

f.317 is possibly his reaction to seeing
 Kellerman turn to 

look back and/or Kellerman shouting. 	
May possibly have been 

Greer's reaction to hearing second shot.
 	Greer turns to front, 

on realising the situation, and he accele
i-atcs the car - car 

did not accelerate till sometime after fa
tal shot (s2)aroi:JatelY 

seconds) - Greer, in turning to look back
 over his rig , s'-:oulder 

probably lifted his right foot off the a
ccelerator - c-r slows - 

numergJus witnegaes noted this. 

S.A. Lennett, in follow-up car, said at 
sound of second shot 

he saw 	hit in shoulder and lurch forwa
rd - sound of second 

shot/ 
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shot reached. Bennett at 1.225-6 — JFK lurches forward, in 

reaction to shot in shoulder, through 1.227-1.236. 

Zapruder said he saw JFK hit before he 'vent behind traffic 

sign (at 1.210);JFK appears to start to react at 1.193. 	Zapruder 

film starts to blur (due to Zapruder's reaction to what he is 

seeing and hearing) at about this time. 

Jean Hill (standing beside Kary Lloorman, who is taking a 

photo) is lacing to her right away from JFK at 1.304 — she 

watched JFK go past till 1.295 then turned back to her right — 

probably sow Clint Hill jump off running board of follow—up 

car and run towards JFK — then she turned back to look at JFK, 

through 1.304 to 1.312, to see why Hill running towards J2K. 

Shows Jean Hill did not realise shooting till just prior to 

1.313. 

Charles Brehm is visible, with his son, through 1.276-1.297 — 

throughout the whole of this seouence Brehm is applauding — he, 

too, has not realised the shooting, even though first shot Was 

7 to 8 seconds earlier. 

The three men on the steps in the background of :arie 

1:uchmore film have not reacted at 1.42 'of her film — this is 

fatal shot frame. 	They hove only just started to react at 1.55 

about -1--1 second after fatal shot. 	Shows slow realisation time 

of spectators to sound of shots. 

From Zapruder film, motorcycle cops Hargis and Y.ortin each 

turn to look at JFK after second shot — Hargis starts turn at 

1.230, I:artin at 1.237. 	As with Hill, are reacting a split 

second after second shot — they realise something is wrong -

this is their job (to react quickly) — not so with spectators. 

These/ 
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These points show spectato
rs did not realise the sho

oting 

was occurring till just be
fore or just after the fat

al shot. 

Several witnesses, notably
 some in the motorcade 

(e.g. 'f;:rs. 

Cabell and Senator Yarboro
ugh) said they could smell

 gunpowder. 

Several spectators saw a. 
nuff of smoke near concret

e well. 	Is 

unlikely that puff of smok
e came from a rifle - prob

ably a fire-

cracker thrown over wall, 
at npnroximate time of hea

d shot, by 

Spectator before that pers
on realised what was happe

ning. 	The 

strong.  W. to S.W. wind 
(see Zapruder film for eff

ect on flags at 

front of limousine) would 
disperse the puff of smoke

 (gunpowder 

from firecracker) blowing 
it across the path of the 

oncoming 

motorcade. 	This coul
d also account for confusi

on among-  witnesses 

as to number of shots - 3 
or 4 - sound of firec

racker is similar 

to a gunshot report. 

1st shot at approximately 
f.145-f.150, 

2nd shot at f.224 - approx
imately 4 - 4.3 seconds af

ter 1st 

shot; 

3rd shot nt f.313 - 4.9 se
conds after 2nd shot. 

Time span from 1st to thir
d shot of approximately 3.

9-9.2 

seconds. 	(Is difficu
lt to comment on witnesses

' opinions on 

interval between shots and
 time span till know exact

 time of 

first shot). 

Contra-indications of othe
r theories: 

(1) Theory that anterior 
neckwound was caused by e

ntering 

bullet. 

The alignment of tears in 
shirt and tie and wounds i

n anterior 

neck indicate a path in fr
om front from JPI('s left 

to right. 

Even when .3-21:: turned. fully
 to his right at f.1C')3 th

ercis no 

possible position in Deale
y Plaza froM which this fr

ont shot 

could/ 
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could have been fired (Overpass too far
 away)  by an unseen 

assassin. 	No metal traces on tears in
 shirt and tie - a bullet 

would leave minute metal traces. 

(2) Theory that anterior neck woun
d was caused by a bullet 

making its exit. 

Wound characteristics unlike those of e
xiting bullet. 	No 

path found through from shoulder wound 
to anterior wound 

bullets leave a path in body. 	No meta
l traces on tears on shirt 

and tie. 

(3) Theory that anterior neckwound
 was caused by a bone 

fragment, from head shot, making its ex
it. 

No hole in base of skull was found by A
utopsy surgeons or 

1968 Panel Review of X-rays and photos.
 	Bone fragment through 

from base of skull to trachea would hav
e to pass through pharynx 

no pharyngeal wound noted by doctors. 

(4) Theory that Governor Connally sho
t at f.238 of Zapruder 

film. 

See "Analysis of Zapruder frames 222 to
 244" - impact/on 

Governor at f.224; Governor Connally s
tarts to react to pain 

of shot 9 frames prior to f.238. 

(5) Theory that JPK shot by a bullet, f
rom right front, at 

f.314, 0.056 seconds after shot at f.31
3. 

No entry wound on right side of skull. 	N
o apparent exit 

damage on left side of skull. 	No trac
k through brain from right 

front. 	No aaparent imnact at f.314 of Z
apruder film, compared 

with f.313 impact. 
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Contra-indications to conclusions drawn: 

(1) Inconsistency of_penetration of bullets:
 - high 

penetrating power of second and third shots, b
ut 

low penetration of first shot. 

(2) 2ragment from head shot causing nick 
in curb and 

Tague injury: - Tague stood approximately 270 
feet . 

from JFK at time of head shot - is a long way 
for a 

fragment of bullet to travel; and angles invo
lved 

(with regard to inclination of line from nick 
in curb 

to J2K's head at time of head shot) not known 
as yet. 

(3) Skull fragments and brain tissue thrown
 back and 

left after fatal shot: - Hargis and Eartin hi
t by 

skull fragments and brain tissue; Hargis hit 
so hard 

he thought he had be'en shot - neuromuscular re
action 

extremely violent in this case (far greater th
an 

normal muscle contraction) but is it enough to
 explain 

the high velocity of fragments and tissue to l
eft 

and beck? 

(4) Rose stem causing JFK's anterior neck w
ound.: - could 

rose stems have been strong and rigid enough t
o pierce 

J2K's shirt, skin and trachea? 

(5) Commission Exhibit 399: - apparently fou
nd. on neither 

=Is or Governor Connally's stretcher; were ther
e 

too many fragments in J2X's neck for them to h
ave 

come from C.E. 399? 

(o) J2K's reaction time of ap:)roximately 2.6 
seconds to 

shoulder wound: - is a long time. 


